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Maples
At Maples, we understand the
decision that families have
made to self-isolate during
these unprecedented times.
Considering this, we want
children to be an Maples@
Home. We want to promote
the curious mind of your
child to engage, explore
and discover a new way of
learning at home!
Inspired by our service

Home
philosophy and the Reggio
Emilia approach, our Maples
@Home series is a range of
workshops and experiences
for all children to enjoy.
We hope you will join in and
be an active participant in
your child's learning using our
Maples@Home series.

Our teaching intentions
through the series will explore:

Education
Community
Family
Environment
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6 Weeks to 12 Months
At Maples, we foster strong and meaningful relationships with children. From birth, children commence to
navigate their learning through building meaningful and trusting relationships with others. Our curriculum
provides endless opportunities for children to explore, discover and investigate the world around them.

Extra! Extra!
Baby reads newspaper

Crinkle, Crunch and Rip
You will need the following resources:
• Newspaper
• Floor space
Method
1. Place sheets of newspaper over the floor.
2. Cover a large space to encourage your baby to explore.
Optional:
Tape the newspaper to the floor to make it last longer. At
Maples we explorer the senses together by crunching and
ripping the paper.
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At Maples, babies love to rip the
edges of the paper.
Will they do the same at home?

Beat the Drum

Music Time
You will need the following resources:
• Empty plastic or metal containers
• Any utensil
Method
1. Set up the containers on the floor with the utensil.
2. Show your baby how to make sounds with your hands on
the tops of the containers, and how to use the utensil as drum
stick.
3. Encourage them to copy your actions.

At Maples, children enjoy making music
while listening to songs.
Will they do the same at home?

Optional:
Pots and pans from the kitchen also make great musical
instruments.
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12 Months to 3 Years
At Maples, we encourage all children to explore their world through the natural
environment. Our environment curriculum provide opportunities for children to
explore their curiosities and discover new interests through a range of resources.

Splish splash
I was taking a bath
Exploring self-care and independence
You will need the following resources:
• Large plastic tub
• Dish washing liquid
• Plastic dolls
• Plastic animals
• Outside space
Method
1. Find a space outside to fill the plastic tub with warm water.
2. Add a few drops of dish washing liquid and mix around until
you have lots of bubbles.
3. Ask your child to place the toys into the tub to give them a
wash.
4. Once all toys have been washed, give your child a small
towel so they dry them.
Optional:
Look around your house to see what else your child can wash.
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Safety Reminder:
Always remember to supervise
children around water.

Colour Exploration

Exploring Primary Colour Paints
You will need the following resources:
• A4 white paper
• Large zip lock bag
• Red, blue and yellow paint
Method
1. Place A4 paper inside the zip lock bag.
2. Pour a bit of paint into the bag and close zip lock securely.
3. Place on the ground or table and ask your child to mix the
colours all around.
Optional:
Children of this age love to help! They can help you add
paper, pour the paint, and secure the top of the zip lock. You
can add other items in the bag for additional fun like leaves,
sticks, sand and dirt.
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3 Years to 5 Years
At Maples, we promote a rich learning environment where children are able to
explore the concept of trial and error. Providing opportunities for children to navigate
their learning with key learning concepts such as mathematics, literacy, dramatic
play, science and discovery. Our educational program promotes positive social
connection and friendship, which enables a sense of belonging to the environment.

Safe Home Explosions!

Volcano Eruption
You will need the following resources:
• 1 cup vinegar
• 4 Tablespoon bi-carb soda
• 1 Tablespoon dish washing liquid
• 2/3 cup of water
• Red food colouring
• Glass jar

Method
1. Find a place outside to set up your volcano
2. Place your glass jar on the ground and fill with water, baking soda,
dish soap and a few drops of food colouring. Mix together with spoon.
3. Once mixed, add the vinegar to create eruption.

Optional:

Create a sandcastle in your sandpit and place the glass jar on top to
create a volcano mountain. Video the eruption to share the experiment
with your child and share on social media with us!
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At Maples, children love this
experiment so much that they
want to do it over and over again!
Will they do the same at home?

Printing Money!

Crayon Coin Rubbing
You will need the following resources:
• A4 white paper
• Wax crayons
• Variety of coins
Method
1. Place one coin at a time on the table and place the A4
paper over the coin.
2. Ask your child to find the coin under the paper, then rub over
the top of the coin with the crayon.
3. After a few rubs, yo will see the details in the coin appearing.
Repeat with all coins.
Optional:
Use coins from other countries and talk about the country with
your child.
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Scavenger Hunt
At Maples, we value our connection with
the wider community and encourage
you to venture into your neighbourhood
whilst following the social distancing
guidelines to discover local wonders.
We have put together a short scavenger
hunt which incorporates our key learning
areas in a fun and creative way.
We would love for you to share your
findings on our online learning portal
(Educa or OWNA).

What can you find in
your community?

Scavenger Hunt
Can you see a

How many dogs did

police car?

you see?

Can you spot the

Count how many red

number 5?

cars you see
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Scavenger Hunt
How many stop signs

Collect three autumn

do you pass by?

leaves

Can you find the biggest
tree and take a photo?

Can you see a bird?
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Keep In Touch
Please keep in touch and share your Maples@Home experiences
with us on social or the family communication app.

Click to open link
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